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Abstract

Automation in facility management is critical for enhancing efficiency and sustain-
ability. However, significant challenges in interoperability and adaptability of dig-
ital tools are prevalent, particularly for specialised facilities like research labora-
tories. This paper presents a novel framework for digitalising and automating the
management of specialised research laboratories using The World Avatar, a general
all-encompassing dynamic knowledge graph. This framework is a versatile tool em-
powering users to effectively utilise data across various systems and formats without
restricting them to a single software or protocol. Employing agents and ontologies, it
enables seamless data sharing, computational reasoning, and gradual automation of
tasks, addressing obstacles in interoperability and adaptability. Showcasing the capa-
bilities of this approach, we tackle some common challenges in lab facility manage-
ment, including cost-effective IoT sensor network integration with an existing BMS
system and efficient airflow management for fume hoods via ‘human-in-the-loop’
interventions. We also developed unified platform-agnostic interfaces that comple-
ment the framework. These advancements represent a significant stride in the holistic
digitalisation and automation of facility management, setting a foundation for future
research facilities to achieve operational excellence and sustainability.

Highlights
• A novel framework for digitalising management of research facilities is demon-

strated.

• BIM, BMS, assets, and domain knowledge are integrated via semantic web
technology.

• Effective deployment and integration of IoT sensors in distributed control sys-
tems.

• Energy efficiency in fume hood air supply by deploying a human-in-the-loop
approach.

• Dynamic knowledge graphs facilitate use of unified user interfaces for man-
agers.
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1 Introduction

In recent decades, cities have received increasing impetus to pursue sustainable develop-
ment [15, 57]. This is unsurprising, considering that buildings contributed 39% of total
global carbon emission in 2019 [1]. Consequently, the field of facility management has
come under mounting pressure to achieving long-term sustainability [40, 43]. To address
sustainability challenges and realise the concept of “smart buildings”, a range of digi-
tal technologies, including the Internet of Things (IoT), Building Information Modelling
(BIM), and digital twins (DT), have been adopted [4, 30, 48].

However, substantial challenges need to be overcome. One such challenge is achieving
interoperability between domain-specific data from different technologies to support and
facilitate knowledge discovery [50]. This requires integrating and optimising data usage
to enable collaboration between systems. Additionally, there is a need to expand the func-
tionalities of existing digital solutions, from monitoring and displaying information only
to being able to produce valuable insights that encompass safety and controllability [33].
Furthermore, stakeholders in facility management often resist the adoption of digital tech-
nologies due to the cost and time required for implementation [21, 43]. These financial
and human capital investments required can present obstacles to widespread adoption and
implementation of digital solutions in smart buildings.

Existing research on facility management has predominantly focused on the management
of general facilities, overlooking the specific requirements and challenges posed by spe-
cialised facilities. Research laboratories, for example, present unique challenges for facil-
ity managers due to irregular equipment usage, the disposal and re-acquisition of costly
one-use resources (e.g., test tubes and reagents), and safety considerations. Laboratories
have also been identified as significant energy consumers within universities, often con-
suming up to four times the energy of equivalent office buildings [28]. One notable aspect
of laboratories is that they are part of larger research facilities that usually have diverse
buildings, functionalities and equipment over a large land area. One example is the Sandia
National Laboratories Albuquerque campus in the USA which spans an area of 67km2

with gross 0.6km2 of general office, engineering, research & development, and manu-
facturing facilities [7]. Given the scale of the infrastructure and facilities, the resulting
complexity of managing various aspects such as safety, ventilation, airflow control, and
energy consumption necessitate the integration of an IoT system to achieve their sustain-
ability goals [7]. Consequently, there is a pressing need to integrate various technologies
in a seamless and structured way to manage these specialised and complex facilities and
address their sustainability challenges.

The use of Semantic Web technology, such as knowledge graphs (KGs) has emerged as
a promising digital solution to meet sustainability and efficiency goals in buildings while
addressing the challenges associated with investments in financial and human capital to
achieve the vision of smart buildings [16, 46]. This technology enables the abstraction
of both resources and data using a common language, facilitating task allocation and
the sharing of results among participants. One of these Semantic Web projects is The
World Avatar (TWA) [34] which aims to digitise and automate complex processes through
a holistic and goal-driven approach. Software agents are developed to allow dynamic
and continuous incorporation of new concepts and data into the knowledge graph while
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maintaining connections to existing information. As the KG expands, it captures the
data provenance of experimental and managerial processes, effectively acting as a living
representation of the real world.

This work is part of a series of articles that argue for holistic laboratory automation en-
compassing all aspects of scientific research laboratories within a dynamic knowledge
graph [54]. Fig. 1 illustrates these aspects: the laboratory which provides all relevant
infrastructure and resources; the moving handlers carrying out the actual work; and the
experiment itself. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate a proof of concept for a
digitalisation and automation framework that focuses on the management of research fa-
cilities using TWA technology at the intersection of underlying infrastructure and moving
parts. While the focus is on research laboratories, this methodology is relevant to any spe-
cialised facility with a diverse range of goals and stakeholders. We present a unified user
interface that can monitor and manage laboratories through automation to achieve oper-
ational optimisation and cost reduction. This has the potential to elevate classical smart
buildings with embedded automated tasks, ultimately supporting the realisation of a fully-
autonomous “AI Scientist” including reasoning and decision-making capabilities [31, 54].

Figure 1: An overview of intertwined aspects of a chemical research laboratory that need
to be represented by a connected lab digital twin, adapted from [54]. This
paper focuses on the automation of tasks related to facility management.
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2 Background

Facility management involves the maintenance and monitoring of physical infrastructure
and assets in a facility to ensure compliance with business, hygiene, safety, and sustain-
ability requirements [33, 43]. The responsibilities of a facility manager (FM) encompass
a wide range of tasks, from day-to-day building operations such as maintenance, repairs,
and inspections, to managing vendors, tenants, and other stakeholders. Their role becomes
more complex when managing niche facilities like as laboratories [2]. In this situation,
the scope of a FM must be expanded beyond the traditional focus on people and physical
infrastructure to incorporate research-specific knowledge. FM in chemical laboratories,
for example, must ensure the optimal conditions for safe handling of hazardous chemi-
cals - including temperature, humidity, and air flow [7, 42]. Furthermore, laboratories are
typically clustered in a larger research campus, confronting FMs with the complexity of
managing diverse facilities in terms of layout and function. Several key challenges have
been identified by Aishah Kamarazaly et al. [2], including emergency management and
business continuity planning, sustainability, compliance, operational cost and efficiency,
and asset and space utilisation. These considerations are critical to ensuring personnel
safety and the productivity of scientific research.

These tasks encompass not only immediate responsibilities related to day-to-day build-
ing operations such as maintenance, repairs, and inspections, but also managerial ac-
tivities involving vendors, tenants, and additional stakeholders such as janitorial staff,
security personnel, maintenance personnel, engineers, lab managers, supervisors, group
leaders, and program managers. As illustrated in Fig. 2, particularly those tasks with
strong cross-domain requirements and involvement of different stakeholders – such as
challenges around sustainability and energy efficiency – tend to have the largest impact.

Figure 2: Significance level of challenges faced by a university facility managers [2].

In research facilities, regulating environmental factors like ventilation, temperature, hu-
midity, air quality, power, and lighting is essential. Employing smart sensors within an
IoT framework offers an effective way to track these elements. Yet, merging these sensors
with existing building management system (BMS) poses significant challenges. A notable
example is the optimisation of fume hoods’ airflow which contributes heavily to the total
energy consumption [25, 28, 52] but also strongly affects overall ventilation and pollu-
tant concentrations [27, 36]. The overarching challenge lies in effectively controlling and
maintaining a comprehensive overview of these diverse factors, as they often need to be
managed using a variety of different tools.
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2.1 Automation in (laboratory) facility management

In managing the increasing complexities and challenges faced by FM, digitalisation offers
a promising solution. Despite the diverse nature of FM tasks, many of them are repeti-
tive and amenable to automation. Technologies like BIM, BMS, IoT, and reality capture
technologies have been increasingly employed to digitise and automate facility manage-
ment tasks in various capacities to enhance interoperability, efficiency and sustainabil-
ity [51, 61]. For example, FMs rely on BMS for monitoring electrical, plumbing, heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning systems; BIM for accessing physical asset and material
information; and other software for tracking readings from diverse temperature and gas
sensors provided by different vendors and spread throughout the facility. In addition, ac-
cess control systems and occupancy sensors are necessary to manage facility access and
optimise space utilisation [18, 30]. Through the automation of FMs’ tasks, digitalisation
supports the broader shift of the operational FM role towards a more strategic one [2, 33].
In particular, automation can free up human resources for creative and strategic endeavors,
including engaging in high-level decision-making, implementing innovative solutions for
non-automatable issues, and managing stakeholders and professional development.

Digital solutions are often fragmented across different platforms, each serving specific
needs and equipment. For instance, FMs need to access information from a BIM model
and/or a spreadsheet to locate equipment for planning, coordination and resource alloca-
tion. For special facilities with safety-critical activities like research laboratories, addi-
tional tools are necessary to ensure compliance with corresponding regulations [52]. The
fragmented storage of data across disparate user interfaces is an obstacle [16, 49] to a
comprehensive, integrated and real-time view of resource utilisation, which limits the ca-
pacity of FMs to optimise resource allocation at the building level. Moreover, research
facilities must adapt to the dynamic demand for various layouts, equipment, and research
activities to support the latest scientific developments while ensuring sustainability. When
scaling these requirements across laboratories, smart buildings become essential [37, 62]
to automate these tasks and improve the productivity and efficiency of research facilities .
To achieve this automation, BMS and IoT platforms must be integrated to enable commu-
nication among various systems and sensor networks in a unified interface to assist FM.
While some standards exist, such as Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) for BIM, most
current integration strategies are vendor-specific. They typically use plugins or tools de-
signed for a specific (commercial) software, without integration to other software. Com-
mercial solutions also restrict the access to these solutions, by requiring investments for
learning and implementation. Therefore, these solutions fail to be generalised and scaled
to other technologies or use cases.

Previous studies have explored the potential of vendor-agnostic digital solutions. For
example, Da Conceic’ao et al. [18] presented a platform for IoT-based automation par-
ticularly for smart labs, including access management and lighting control. Valinejad-
shoubi et al. [61] developed an IoT-BIM integrated alert system for buildings without
BMS, which is restricted to low-rise and mid-rise buildings. Lin and Su [35] proposed a
mobile-and BIM-based facility maintenance system that showed the 3D model and meta
information of each facility, but it did not involve real-time data and required manual
updates of the BIM models. Another study [51] combined a BIM-based AR application
with a location-based management system (LBMS) to enhance the construction perfor-
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mance, but it faced alignment errors between the virtual model and the real environment,
and needed a case-specific mechanism to define locations according to LBMS. A hybrid
model based on IoT and mobile applications to reduce electricity consumption in a smart
space has also been introduced [45]. Although it has low development and deployment
cost, the conditions were hard-coded and inflexible to a dynamic environment. Moreover,
it could not incorporate BIM or BMS, which are essential for large-scale buildings such
as a research facility. Similar limitations have been reported by Khan et al. [29] and Da
Conceic’ao et al. [18], making it difficult for these IoT models to scale up and cater to
larger spaces with more devices.

The landscape of solutions for facility management is diverse yet fragmented, both in
terms of tasks and accessibility. Despite the prevalence of mobile and web-based ap-
plications in research [18, 45], surprisingly few cater specifically to this field, with ex-
isting options often lacking in comprehensive control functions. For instance, mobile
applications for BIM typically offer only viewing capabilities, and BMS apps tend to be
vendor-specific and operationally limited. While mobile apps for smart spaces and IoT
do offer control functions, they generally do not integrate with BIM or BMS. A funda-
mental challenge in digitising facility management is the poor interoperability between
existing data and systems [54]. ’Interoperability’ refers to the capability to operate sys-
tems and connect information horizontally among similar data as well as vertically across
functions and scales. This is particularly evident in the development of Digital Twins for
research facilities, laboratories, and experiments [6, 41, 48], where integrating varied en-
vironmental monitoring systems into facility infrastructure poses significant difficulties.
Key technologies like BMS and IoT platforms often lack generalisability and scalability
in their current integration approaches. The adoption of Semantic Web technologies has
been proposed, aiming to overcome these challenges faced by FMs [16, 58].

2.2 Semantic Web in (laboratory) facility management

The Semantic Web is heralded as next evolutionary step of the World Wide Web providing
human- and machine-readable data enabled by ontologies as a Web of Data [12]. An
ontology is a comprehensive and structured representation of knowledge such as their
concepts and relationships within a specific domain [5]. These representations provide a
shared understanding and standardised definition of knowledge to align both human and
machine perspectives [12]. By annotating data through ontologies, the Semantic Web can
facilitate seamless data sharing and address the challenge of interoperability today.

Given the inherent complexity related to this technology, we will briefly explain some of
the concepts relevant to the discussion. An ontology consists of two main components:
the terminological component (TBox) and the assertional component (ABox) [63]. The
TBox defines concepts, their hierarchical relationships, and associated properties through
a taxonomy or classification system for domain knowledge. The ABox instantiates the
TBox concepts to represent real-world entities as instances. These instances are all re-
sources available on the internet identified by unique internationalised resource identifiers
(IRI). When looked up, these instances provide meaningful information about individual
things, their attributes, and relationships. The data is usually represented and stored in the
form of a subject-predicate-object triples based Resource Description Framework (RDF).
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Some applications extend the representation capabilities of ontologies using KGs to derive
new cross-domain knowledge and support larger applications. A KG is a directed graph
making use of ontologies, where the nodes refer to entities of interest and the edges repre-
sent their relationships with each other [26]. One of the distinguishing contribution of the
Semantic Web lies in enabling a new form of standardised human- and machine-readable
data model through ontologies and KGs that can be retrieved and further processed in
applications.

In the facility management field, a wide variety of specific ontologies for everything from
smart appliances to building materials exist, but the heterogeneity of information remains
a significant challenge [23]. Existing Semantic Web applications therefore predominantly
employ either the Brick or the RealEstateCore (REC) ontology. Both ontologies are de-
signed to represent buildings and their subsystems inclusive of HVAC, lighting, security
and their IoT network [10, 24]. Despite their far-reaching design ambitions, we argue
that such a monolithic approach to ontologies can be impractical to maintain or scale for
three reasons: First, the comprehensive design and strict definitions of these ontologies
are an obstacle for further extension to more domains like laboratories. Both aforemen-
tioned ontologies currently contain at least 100 classes covering buildings and building
elements as well as BMS and sensor concepts, with partially conflicting or incompati-
ble definitions that require major efforts to align and reuse. For example, developing the
REC ontology from scratch proved more efficient than extending the BMS and IoT repre-
sentation within the Brick ontology to include the perspective of real estate stakeholders
and their interaction with these systems [10, 24]. In future, when extending or scaling
beyond their intended design scope, such an approach will require greater and greater
effort. Second, the geometry concepts for both ontologies are insufficient to accommo-
date the various geometry representations used in the industry, specifically for BIM and
geographic information system (GIS) technologies. The Brick ontology is missing geom-
etry representation, whereas the geometry representation in the REC ontology is coupled
tightly with specific GIS formats. Last, compared to smaller ontologies, these monolithic
ontologies also require a steeper learning curve in time and resources for both new and
existing users. Consequently, the current monolithic and cumbersome design of these
ontologies are restrictive in addressing the technological challenges faced by FMs.

With the emergence of smart building technologies which allow FM to monitor and con-
trol operations via various platforms, these Semantic Web approaches are now also con-
fronted with the challenge of adaptability. While there have been attempts to represent
buildings semantically and integrating BMS, BIM, and IoT [16], no well-accepted stan-
dards have been established. Handling the data abundance provided by the ubiquity of
large sensor networks can be a serious issue for knowledge graphs. Especially live data is
complicated due to the constant stream of new data at different sampling frequencies and
their sheer size which becomes too large to store as individual triples. Furthermore, to ac-
tually leverage the inherent interoperability of the Semantic Web, flexible user interfaces
are required for access of information stored in the KG, ultimately replacing the various
specific platforms and softwares available today. While some applications in the space
of Semantic Web have dedicated graphical user interfaces (GUIs), they usually remain
complicated to navigate as knowledge of programming or query languages is necessary.
In particular, the development of appropriate mobile apps has been underutilised, barring
a few examples in the fields of food science [39] and clinical medicine [38].
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2.3 Digital Lab Framework within The World Avatar

The World Avatar (TWA) has been developed as a potentially all-encompassing digital
twin that can connect data and computational agents in real-time to create a living digi-
tal “avatar” of the real world, inclusive of abstract concepts and processes [34]. DTs are
realistic digital representations of assets, processes, or systems in the built or natural en-
vironment that create the opportunity for positive feedback into the physical world [13].
The basis of its system is the dynamic knowledge graph (dKG) technology, which con-
tinuously updates and restructures the KG and its data based on the real-time status of
the physical world through an ecosystem of autonomous agents [34]. TWA facilitates a
distributed architecture that enables access from any location and facilitates data querying
across multiple connected domains. Within this ecosystem, two main concept types co-
exist and are both described by modular ontologies: instances represent interlinked data,
while agents are autonomous software applications capable of acting on the data and ex-
changing information through the KG.

By acting on real-time data through computational agents, the dKG can describe the be-
havior of complex systems and perform tasks such as updates, analysis, decision-making
and control of real-world entities [34]. Notably, the TWA approach distinguishes itself
from traditional Semantic Web implementations through the seamless integration of real-
time dynamic data, knowledge, models, and tools in a distributed architecture. The use of
modular ontologies facilitates interoperability between scales and domains beyond the
capabilities of monolithic ontologies. For example, we recently demonstrated the integra-
tion of BIM and GIS [49]. As a dynamic knowledge graph, TWA also keeps evolving
over time, partially by autonomous agents deriving new knowledge from live data [9], to
address adaptability challenges. Also to this end, efficient ways to represent time series
within the KG for monitoring and forecasting have been implemented [9].

TWA originated from its initial application in addressing decarbonisation challenges within
the chemical industry of Singapore [22, 65]. Over time, it has evolved to encompass a
wide range of concepts, including but not limited to chemistry, chemical processes, lab-
oratories, power systems, urban planning, and environmental planning [9, 34, 44, 66].
Recently, we introduced the “Digital Lab Framework” (DLF) [54], offering a holistic
approach for goal-driven automation of research laboratories. The framework involves
the deployment of comprehensive digital twins, in which humans and infrastructure are
inherently considered. In contrast to most laboratory automation projects, we focus on
integrating the periphery of actual experiments, including building, layout, resources, and
utilities [49, 54].

Working towards the vision of a fully autonomous AI scientist [31], tasks traditionally
related to facility management need to be incorporated and automated within the same
framework. Such a “Digital Lab Facility Manager” (DLFM) is anticipated to support
FMs in managing so-called self-driving laboratories as well as non-automated or hybrid
research facilities. Analogous to the experimental research conducted, a DLFM can act
with a increasing degree of autonomy by deriving its own goals, executing optimisation
tasks in a distributed manner [8], considering its direct and indirect environment, and
taking over managerial tasks related to inventory and energy consumption, which would
allow results to be reproduced and human resources to be freed up for creative tasks.
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3 Developed Methodology

In order to automate the challenges faced by FMs in research facilities as described in
section 2, the obstacles posed by the current fragmented landscape of available solutions
need to be overcome. These include interoperability of BIM, BMS, and IoT systems as
well as adaptability of interfaces to allow for automation and scale-up. To this end, we
developed methodology using Semantic Web technology based on the key ideas behind
the DLF [54]. In this section we describe the methodology developed to establish a digital
twin for enhanced management and automation of research laboratories. The underlying
structure provided by TWA consists of three layers as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Three-layer TWA structure as applied to enhanced management and automa-
tion of research facilities.

The top layer represents the ontological representations used in the development of the
laboratory digital twin. The interlinked ontologies are described in detail in section 3.1.
The middle layer represents active agents which keep the KG up to date, coordinate data
exchange between different servers, and automate various tasks related to FM. Server
architecture and agent development are described in section 3.2. The bottom layer rep-
resents the physical world which interacts with its digital twin in multiple ways – e.g.,
sensor networks perceive changes to trigger KG updates. Most importantly, a variety
of human-machine interfaces facilitate support for FM and other stakeholders, including
web-based 3D laboratory visualisations and mobile applications as shown in section 3.3.

3.1 Ontological integration

In TWA, domain ontologies are developed as modules that can be linked together to
represent and establish connections between diverse concepts in disparate domains. In
accordance with the DLF philosophy of taking on a holistic view of the laboratory en-
vironment [54], the ontologies used are supposed to offer a balanced approach between
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generality and specificity across different scales and domains. Fig. 4 illustrates an extract
of how these modular ontologies were integrated to represent interactions between the lab-
oratory environment, laboratory building, and building occupants by connecting domain
knowledge with sensor and managerial information at the building level. Notably, this
ontological design achieves the integration of specialised knowledge (i.e. chemistry with
OntoCAPE) with managerial information at the building level, including static BIM and
dynamic BMS data, using modular design as suggested by Gilani et al. [23]. Moreover,
sensor data and controllable values from decentralised IoT systems and monolithic BMS
are represented and thereby accessible within the same conceptual structure, including
time series. This represents a work in progress which is extended continuously, currently
focusing on fume hoods and smart sensors to support measures aimed at resource effi-
ciency and sustainability as described in section 4.

Figure 4: An extract of the ontology design (TBox) to integrate building, BMS systems,
devices, and sensors for cross-domain interoperability. This is only a small
part of all concepts and relations developed and used, see appendix A.2.
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A detailed description of the developed ontologies, namely “OntoBIM”, “OntoBMS”, and
“OntoDevice”, and their roles can be found in Tab. 1. Briefly, this standardised ontological
framework attaches semantic descriptions to the physical, logical, and virtual assets in
a typical research facility and enable cross-domain interoperability among the building,
facility, assets and their static and dynamic data to support holistic laboratory automation.
Although the current study focuses on a specific research laboratory, these ontologies can
be reused and applied to almost any research laboratory.

Table 1: Description and role of the core ontologies used in this work.

Ontology Specification

OntoBIM This ontology defines a topological hierarchy connecting spatial entities –
including zones, sites, buildings, stories, and rooms – to physical elements.
Each of these entities can have a corresponding IFC representation contain-
ing geometry and other metadata if available [49]. Its role is to integrate
different domain ontologies for various assets to their spatial location, fa-
cilitating the interoperability of buildings and assets.

OntoDevice As an extension of the “Smart Applications REFerence” (SAREF) [19, 20],
this ontology defines general concepts and properties that are applicable to
most devices. It can represent and link multiple subdevices to primary de-
vices, states, and roles (e.g. a sensor can measure a quantity or observe a
state). Its role is to represent the general static properties of devices and
their dynamic measured quantities, enable links to the topological hierar-
chy in OntoBIM and specialised domains like BMS. Measured quantities
are represented using concepts from the “Ontology of units of Measure”
(OM) [55, 56] and “OntoTimeSeries”.

OntoBMS This ontology extends OntoDevice and “SAREF extension for building”
(S4BLDG) [47] to include additional concepts and properties pertaining to
the BMS and its devices. Its role is to represent BMS-specific knowledge
and link it to the topological hierarchy through OntoDevice.

3.2 Servers, protocols, and agents development

Driven by the DLF design philosophy of “Distributed and connected digital twins” [54],
parts of the KG can be hosted on different servers as their ontological links shown in
section 3.1 are secured by using IRIs. TWA also deploys various computational agents on
distributed cloud-based or local servers to provide Semantic Web services that act upon
the KG or real world to fulfill its tasks and goals. Namely, agents are responsible for
instantiating, retrieving and modifying data, running simulations, forecasting time series
and controlling real-world entities. The primary communication mode between agents
and the dKG is through “Hypertext Transfer Protocol” (HTTP) requests.

The instantiation of static data is usually done directly by dedicated agents without any
middleware involved, using data from different sources, types, and formats to effectively
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create ABoxes. For example, the Ifc2OntoBIMAgent instantiates BIM models in the
standardised IFC format in the knowledge graph, including metadata. Now, a second set
of agents can retrieve this data from the KG to generate outputs, e.g. for the visualisation
interface. To enable real-time information access, a third set of agents continuously runs
in the background to update the KG based on the latest real-world status, which is then
propagated to the web visualisation interface. To minimise the number of active agents,
ensure consistency across protocols, and enable precursory data sampling and filtering,
so-called middleware is used. The dKG’s distributed architecture is able to address the
poor interoperability and scalability as well as security risks of middleware solutions in
the implementation of IoT systems [60].

IoT play a key role to support FM tasks by generating dynamic data as a time series,
which enables trends to be monitored and analysed. For example, sensors can measure
the building and its spaces’ environmental conditions, based on which actuators and con-
trollers then act automatically to either maintain optimal environmental conditions or no-
tify stakeholders if an abnormality is observed. However, often small heterogeneous de-
vices with no standard architecture and protocols are used [60]. Given their small size,
these devices also do not have sufficient memory capacity to host the massive time series
data generated as well as device-specific libraries required to operate [60]. A middle-
ware solution such as the open-source ThingsBoard platform or a commercial BMS is
typically required to communicate and transfer data between these devices to their ap-
plication programs [60]. For example, ThingsBoard can store time series data collected
from Wi-Fi enabled microcontrollers via the MQTT (MQ Telemetry Transport), HTTP or
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP). Meanwhile, commercial BMS solutions often
use the Building Automation and Control Networks (BACnet) protocol, complicating the
integration with IoT devices. Additionally, the memory and energy constraints of these
small devices is a hindrance to the adoption of stronger security techniques requiring more
processing power [60]: as IoT applications generally directly access these middleware so-
lutions to retrieve data, applications become vulnerable to security threats.

The flexible design of the dKG’s agent ecosystem complement existing workflows to
transfer the data from the middleware solutions to the end user application. First, ex-
isting middleware are crucial to store and remove time series data collected within the
IoT devices, addressing their limited memory and energy capacities. During downtimes,
these middleware serves as backups to temporarily store data, which can be retrieved by
agents once the server is available. Second, these agents can instantiate time series data
into a standardised format in spite of the distinct data communication protocols. End user
applications merely need to retrieve these data from the KG instead of directly interfacing
with the middleware or IoT devices. Third, the interoperability achieved by the dKG en-
ables customised sensor deployment for enhanced measurement values in one interface.
Sensors from different vendors and systems can be deployed together to generate data in
the same server through the ontologies and agent ecosystem. Last, the agents anonymise
and protect the access to any data within the KG, middleware and devices from end user
applications. Applications simply retrieve the data from the KG through an agent but can
be blocked from influencing these devices and middleware based on user privileges.
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3.3 Human-machine interactions

While the deployment of DLF aims to eventually automate all tasks related to FM, de-
veloping seamless human-machine interactions is still key where either humans can carry
out a task more efficiently than a robot or managers need to monitor and control critical
operations [54]. TWA can fill out this dual role, offering active and passive interactions:
On one hand, autonomous agents deployed in the KG can actively alter the real world
based on inputs by controlling robotic systems, i.e. actuators. Often times, facilities that
are in the process of automating their processes step-by-step will not meet the technical
requirements for this kind of autonomy. To bridge this “interim technology gap”, notifi-
cation agents (e.g., EmailAgent in appendix A) can be deployed as a first step to instruct
a “human-in-the-loop” to carry out the necessary actions in the real world [54].

On the other hand, (passive) digital interfaces can be customised to visualise the real-time
information stored within the dKG. TWA user interfaces in general are designed to repre-
sent and visualise the geospatial, geometric, and semantic aspect of any physical element,
ranging from assets to rooms, facilities, buildings, and cities [49]. To ensure ease of access
for all stakeholders with varying prior knowledge and technical equipment, we developed
two dedicated applications to support decision-making processes: a browser-based web
application and a mobile application. These interfaces are supposed to monitor facili-
ties through enhanced identification, collection, and visualisation of sensor and BIM data
within the facility and were developed based on literature reviews, expertise in handling
BMS, and feedback by FMs.

A web-based visualisation of BIM-GIS building models for the CARES laboratory on the
National University of Singapore (NUS) campus is shown in Fig. 5. BIM enables the
accurate representation of smaller scale entities and their properties at the building level
such as the work spaces, BMS systems, sensors, and equipment like fume hoods or a
synthesis robot [8]. BIM also provides a topological relationship that can spatially link
devices and sensors to each other and the building, enabling more accurate representation
and complex control of object interactions in physical vicinity. Consequently, this creates
a comprehensive representation of both the building and laboratory embedded with func-
tional information for navigation, monitoring or interventions. The incorporation of GIS
models facilitate assessments at larger scales, ranging from neighbourhoods and cities to
regions. This integration extends system boundaries by incorporating surrounding build-
ings within the research institution, thereby expanding the potential use cases to include
campus- and city-level considerations. Although GIS has not been fully utilised within
this work, its availability is crucial to scale our work, allowing managers to monitor oper-
ations and allocate resources efficiently at various scales.

At present, 3D visualisation of urban models is only available on the web-based interface.
Given the hardware limitations and small screen sizes of mobile devices, the layout of
the mobile application has been simplified to offer a clean user experience. Users are
still able to access the 3D visualisation on their mobile devices through the browsers
if they wish. Notably, while the BIM-GIS geometry is not visualised, their topological
relationships are still available within the application. Users are able to find and select any
asset within the building from a dropdown menu. Depending on the device type, related
metadata or real-time measurements are also available for visualisation. Furthermore,
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Figure 5: An example of the web-based 3D visualisation of multi-scale urban models for
the CARES lab at UTown within platform-agnostic user interfaces.

users with appropriate access rights can change corresponding set points directly within
the application.

4 Exemplary applications

This section details three TWA applications enabled by the developed methodology to
enhance the interoperability and adaptability of digital systems embedded within labo-
ratories to support sustainable facility management functions. Based on the challenges
identified in section 2, we present the deployment of integrated smart sensors, the re-
duction of energy consumption via effective airflow management, and the introduction of
flexible user interfaces for facility management.

The laboratory under investigation in this paper is the CARES lab in University Town
(UTown) on the NUS campus which supports multi-domain and multi-disciplinary re-
search activities, including combustion research, electrochemistry, and pilot plants. At
the campus scale, the NUS campus has a blend of building types and spans a reasonably
large area of 170ha. This laboratory is embedded within the CREATE building’s topo-
logical hierarchy as illustrated in Fig. 6. Given the complexity of facilities, functions and
requirements across scale, the chosen facilities are suitable to test the TWA methodology
and devise strategies to manage laboratories across scales. Moreover, Singapore’s sus-
tainability policy for energy intensive buildings sets the scene for a recent push for energy
conservation efforts in labs across the country [14, 53, 59].
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Figure 6: ABox snippet for building and facility topological hierarchy: Linking assets to
their physical location for navigation and inventory management.

Implementing the three applications mentioned at our facility had significant impact.
Tab. 2 lists some FM tasks that have benefited from the TWA implementation in terms
of grater data granularity, convenience, and productivity.

Table 2: Impact of TWA-DLF applications for three facility management tasks.

Tasks Conventional methods New opportunities

Monitoring BMS and
IoT sensor networks
within the facility.

A laptop must be carried
when inspecting different lo-
cations. Adoption of diverse
softwares and platforms.

A single interface accessible
through any computer or mobile
devices that display all informa-
tion even during site inspections.

Monitoring the sash
opening of the fume
hoods.

Daily walk around the re-
search facility to physically
check.

Automated email alerts for un-
occupied fume hoods with open
sashes.

Controlling airflow and
other BMS set points for
thermal comfort or en-
ergy savings.

A dedicated desktop com-
puter in a restricted area
needs to be accessed for any
changes.

Set points can be accessed and
changed via the mobile app based
on the privileges associated with
the FM’s user account.

4.1 Deployment of smart sensors for facility management

The first application involves the deployment of customised smart sensor setups that can
measure and optimise the environmental conditions of laboratory equipment. The spe-
cific system at hand consists of a DHT-22 temperature and humidity sensor, an electri-
cal meter, and a cooling fan. It was deployed to monitor the electrical consumption of
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a chemical cooling system and maintain an optimal internal temperature to reduce en-
ergy consumption and ensure the sensor has a robust operating capacity. This application
showcases three core capabilities of the DLF applied to facility management: First, the
seamless integration of IoT devices with different architectures, protocols etc. within a
single framework including BMS. Second, the representation of self-knowledge within
digital twins that allows agents to find and control variables autonomously. And third,
setting up decentralised control systems within a distributed data architecture.

The first two key capabilities are illustrated by the instantiated ontological representation
of the smart sensor set up and their measurement time series shown in Fig. 7. At the sensor
level, the representation links the sensor’s subdevices and their time series and properties
to the smart sensor concept itself. At the laboratory level, the integration of BIM-GIS adds
a geo-spatial topological aspect to link the location of an asset within a building and the
sensors attached to this asset. By linking the sensors and their measurements alongside
their geo-spatial context, TWA provides a rich semantic representation of the real world
with cross-sector data interoperability across scales.

Figure 7: ABox snippet for a smart sensor system deployed in the CARES lab.

The workflow of a sample customised smart sensor is illustrated in Fig. 8 using the agent
ecosystem and ontologies described in section 3 enabling real-world interactions to sup-
port automatibility in FM functions. For instance, the smart sensor is able to monitor and
optimise its internal temperature through the ThingsBoardAgent and ESPHomeAgent.
The ThingsBoard agent monitors and updates the temperature data from the thermistor in
the KG. This data is then queried by the ESPHomeAgent to check if internal temperature
exceeds a predefined threshold temperature (Tthreshold). If so, the agent sends a request to
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the cooling fan to again reduce the system temperature. This function is also available
within the human-machine interfaces at an authorised user’s discretion to introduce flex-
ibility into the system for human interventions. By reducing the temperature, the sensor
can reduce its own energy consumption, increase its estimated service life, and mitigate
safety risks created by perpetually overheated equipment.

Figure 8: Workflow of the servers and agents involved for described smart sensor system.

This is of course a trivial task in itself which was carefully chosen and designed to clearly
demonstrate the aforementioned third capability: while temperature sensor and cooling
fan could be easily controlled by a single microcontroller, they are intentionally separated
and connected to different microcontrollers. This way, agents within TWA assume the
control function independent of hardware and its physical distance. The heterogeneity of
protocols, middleware, signal types, and microcontrollers used attests to the interoperabil-
ity and adaptbility of the proposed framework.

Although the scope of this work is localised within one sensor set up, the automated
control functions demonstrated can be further replicated and expanded to more meaning-
ful applications such as autonomous optimisation of chemical cooling systems and even
buildings. This modular approach further allows for accelerated and automated deploy-
ment of such smart sensor systems, independent of underlying hardware and software.
In appendix B.3 we introduce a set of tools to automate instantiation of digital twins as
depicted in Fig. 7 as well as deployment of relevant agents as shown in Fig. 8.
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4.2 BMS fume hood management for laboratories

The second application involves the development of a laboratory DT managing fume hood
airflow. In a typical laboratory, fume hoods are one of the most significant energy consum-
ing equipment [25]. When running experiments, lab users require their sash to be open
which causes an increased airflow in the connected exhaust system and thereby increased
demand of fresh air to be supplied back to the laboratory after energy-intense cooling. As
lab users may forget to close the sash when not in use, a number of research projects have
aimed to reduce the energy consumption of fume hoods through audibly alerting lab users
when unoccupied [11, 32]. Some research employs sensors to determine the sash posi-
tion and occupancy through motion detection [11, 32], while others rely only on the sash
position [64]. However, there are concerns about the disruptive impact of audible alarms
on laboratory workflows [3, 11, 64], sensor sensitivity causing erroneous readings [32],
and upfront investment costs hindering scalability [11]. Thus, such solutions are usually
standalone and difficult to integrate in a comprehensive facility management approach.

To address these challenges, we integrated comprehensive monitoring and control of fume
hood occupancy and sash height into a unified system of BMS, customised sensors, and
BIM-GIS models. While the sash height is accessible via our Schneider Electric BMS, to
monitor occupancy we had to design a smart sensor system based on a proximity sensor
and an ESP32 microcontroller. Fig. 9 demonstrates our integration approach to a labora-
tory DT supporting the comprehensive management of fume hoods and optimising energy
efficiency.

Figure 9: Workflow of the automated fume hood monitoring and alert system.

The first function of this DT is real-time data monitoring enabled by the deployment of
smart sensors similar to the ones used for the application in section 4.1 and their integra-
tion with BMS. The second function of the DT is a fault alert system that issues email
warnings if the sashes of unoccupied fume hoods are open after a certain time period.
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The sash opening and occupancy data is collected from the BMS and proximity sensors
respectively and processed in the dKG. Although it is technically possible to automate the
closure of the sash with additional actuators, we opted for proactive manual intervention
from users and managers to assess the situation before taking corrective measures (i.e.
closing the fume hood sash). Such manual interventions coupled with data monitoring
systems have reduced the instances of unoccupied open fume hoods and demonstrated
significant energy savings through feedback for lab users to close unused fume hoods in
other studies [3, 64]. Moreover, it prevents invasive alerts or closures through false posi-
tives if proximity sensors have inaccurately determined that the fume hood is unoccupied.
Incorporating a human element is not only crucial for assessing and determining the ap-
propriateness of a required intervention, but also as human-in-the-loop systems will be
necessary to transition from semi-automated to eventually autonomous laboratories [54].

The value of this approach lies in the rich cross-domain representation of concepts and
data as shown in Fig. 10. While the smart sensors technically measure distance, the dKG
is able to infer occupancy via the “Derived Information Framework” as recently intro-
duced by Bai et al. [9]. As time series data on airflow, occupancy, and sash opening are
connected to a specific instance of a fume hood which also has geometric and geospatial
representations, live and historic monitoring of these variables is possible by referencing
location or hierarchical structure. Moreover, it enables accessibility of data from a com-
mercial BMS and open-source low-cost IoT devices within the same system, allowing
agents to carry out energy-saving tasks in an automated way.

Figure 10: ABox snippet of the fume hood monitoring and alert system.

This can serve as a blueprint for other research facility challenges related to energy con-
sumption, maintenance routines and regulatory compliance. For example, the process of
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“control banding” can help eliminate excessive airflow while ensuring safety by review-
ing current information of chemicals, equipment, and procedures in use to align ventila-
tion controls with specific hazards [42]. Using TWA methodology this can be automated
through integration of cross-domain data including chemical molecular structure and haz-
ard statements [44] which could lead to significant reductions in annual energy consump-
tion [42]. Thus, a comprehensive interoperable laboratory digital twin can effectively
monitor, optimise, and streamline buildings, assets, and operations to ensure automated,
efficient and safe management of laboratory facilities.

4.3 Unified platform-agnostic interfaces

The third application involves the development of platform-agnostic user interfaces to
create new modes of human-machine interactions and support fault detection, diagnos-
tics and maintenance processes in facility management. As detailed in section 2, many
currently available solutions are specific to equipment, operating system, or facility en-
vironment. By developing two freely expandable interfaces to monitor and control the
use cases discussed in sections 4.1 and 4.2, we demonstrate the adaptability of a dKG
approach to facility management. To meet changing demands in user-friendliness and ac-
cessibility, one interface shall be browser-based and the other one a mobile application –
both accessible either within a local network or the internet, based on configuration.

Fig. 11 shows the browser-based interface, providing visualisation of static and dynamic
data stored in the dKG embedded in a 3D model based on the Cesium geospatial engine as
envisioned in a previous paper [49]. This comprehensive representation of the real world
for monitoring real-time processes supports FMs in their role. For example, historical
data can aid in identifying anomalies in airflow rates or equipment performance to detect
faults. Given that some control operations can be performed from these interfaces, FMs
are also able to perform their tasks on-the-go acting as mobile units and resolve multiple
incidents simultaneously at greater efficiencies.

Figure 11: Live monitoring of fume hoods via the browser-based interface.
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The integration of BIM-GIS into these interfaces is significant for three reasons. First,
the availability of spatial information enables the tagging of assets to specific locations.
Considering the extensive size of institutional research facilities, BIM-GIS streamlines
their management processes, optimising space utilisation and localised airflow volume
within all facilities while complying with occupational health and safety regulations [17].
Shared resources between buildings and faculties, such as solar power generation, can
also be managed efficiently. Second, precise information on the assets’ location improve
the efficiency of maintenance and fault detection work. Currently, this work can be chal-
lenging as FMs have to look at multiple physical documents or labels with complex and
sometimes inaccurate asset description, that may degrade over time. Last, the availabil-
ity of cross-domain data provides emergency personnel with time-critical information on
the building and facility layout as well as potential hazards from chemicals, blockade or
other causes during crises such as a fire outbreak or gas leakage, enabling safer and more
effective rescue and containment operations.

Fig. 12 depicts the mobile app interface with exemplary screenshots of hierarchical asset
selection via BIM-GIS and monitoring, or adjustment of relevant BMS variables. Interac-
tions with these interfaces are customised according to the assigned user profile, providing
different user experiences and data access as detailed in appendix B.2. For example, lab
users can check on the live status of specific assets as shown in Fig. 12(b). This knowl-
edge supports them in assessing the suitability of the laboratory for conducting specific
experiments. In addition, the availability of the equipment’s location and occupancy in-
formation help optimise the use of resources. Meanwhile, laboratory managers are able
to control airflow in the laboratory up to individual rooms as shown in Fig. 12(a).

(a) Control for canopy hood airflow set point. (b) Monitoring of fume hood airflow.

Figure 12: Exemplary screenshots of device selection, monitoring and control of environ-
mental variables via mobile application.

With the development of these broadly applicable user interfaces we aim to reduce the
entry barrier for lab users and managers alike to access relevant information by providing
ease of access. The open architecture of the dKG and design principles of DLF guarantee
true platform independence.
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5 Conclusion

The advancement of automation in facility management is pivotal for enhancing effi-
ciency and sustainability, particularly in specialised environments like research laborato-
ries. However, significant challenges persist in achieving interoperability and adaptability
of the diverse tools employed in these settings. Our work introduces the Digital Lab Facil-
ity Manager, a novel integration at the nexus of facility and laboratory management with
direct engagement in experiments and research processes. This integrated approach ad-
dresses the specific needs of resource-intensive niche facilities and underscores the poten-
tial of comprehensive automation in facility management to support knowledge discovery
and perform more strategic functions.

In realising this vision, we have harnessed the power of Semantic Web technology to
develop dynamic knowledge graphs as part of The World Avatar, an all-encompassing
Digital Twin. In the current work, ontologies for digitising and automating the manage-
ment of specialised facilities have been established and linked, including integration of
3D models with the research facility’s digital twin. Through the further development of
domain-spanning agents, we have tackled specific challenges such as the effective in-
tegration of IoT sensor networks, efficient airflow management in laboratories, and the
accessibility of monitoring and control over critical variables. This ontological approach
not only enhances the ability to manage diverse data and systems but also paves the way
for significant advancements in laboratory automation and facility management.

In our work, we have demonstrated three key applications of the Digital Lab Facility
Manager. Firstly, the integration of smart sensors with BMS for measuring electricity
consumption of appliances and solving a simple control problem in a distributed man-
ner. This showcases the power of dynamic knowledge graphs and the ability to deploy
and integrate sensors in a straightforward and unified way. Secondly, we implemented a
fume hood monitoring system to alert researchers when sashes of unoccupied fume hoods
are open. This "human-in-the-loop" approach helps decrease excess airflow and energy
consumption by fostering researchers’ accountability. Lastly, we developed two platform-
agnostic user interfaces: a browser-based UI which allows for navigating and considering
the three-dimensional space when managing the lab facility, and a mobile app designed for
efficient, on-the-go device navigation based on BIM hierarchy and control of BMS/IoT.

These applications showcase a digitalisation and automation framework for the manage-
ment of research facilities, leveraging TWA technology. This framework is not intended
as a new standard or monolithic software solution to adapt. Rather, it is a versatile system
designed to overlay existing software and hardware infrastructures, utilising various pro-
tocols and data types to facilitate interoperability among diverse systems. This approach
is not only applicable to research laboratories but also to other specialised facilities with
varied objectives and stakeholders. Future developments aim to transform smart build-
ings into autonomous entities with decision-making capabilities. This necessitates the
clear representation of overarching goals to inform specific tasks. Lastly, the overlapping
tasks and challenges of lab managers as well as lab users call for the further exploration
of a “digital lab manager” and a “digital research scientist”, pushing the holistic approach
even further towards an AI scientist.
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Nomenclature

3D Three-Dimensional

ABox Assertional Component (of an ontology)

AI Artificial Intelligence

BACnet Building Automation and Control Networks

BIM Building Information Model

BMS Building Management System

CARES Cambridge Centre for Advanced Research and Education in Singapore

CoAP Constrained Application Protocol

CREATE Campus for Research Excellence and Technological Enterprise

dKG Dynamic Knowledge Graph

DLFM Digital Lab Facility Manager

DLF Digital Lab Framework

DT Digital Twin

FM Facility Manager
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GIS Geographic Information System

GUI Graphical User Interface

IFC Industry Foundation Classes

IoT Internet of Things

IRI Internationalised Resource Identifier

KG Knowledge Graph

LBMS Location-based Management System

MQTT MQ Telemetry Transport

NUS National University of Singapore

RDF Resource Description Framework

REC RealEstateCore (ontology)

SAREF Smart Applications REFerence (ontology)

TBox Terminological Component (of an ontology)

TWA The World Avatar (project)

UTown University Town (at NUS)
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A Ontologies and agents

A.1 All agents

All major agents developed and deployed for the applications detailed in this manuscript
are listed in Tab. 3. Their source code is available under https://github.com/cambr
idge-cares/TheWorldAvatar/tree/main/Agents.

Table 3: A summary of the agents and their tasks deployed for the current work.

Agents Task

AndroidStatus Logs the status of the mobile app shown in appendix B.2.
BMSBACnet Reads and instantiates the data from BMS using the BAC-

net protocol as a time series in the dKG.
BMSQuery Queries for equipment instances and the related zones

from the dKG for the BMS Query mobile application (see
Section 4.3).

BMSUpdate Updates the temperature set point for the cooling fan in
Fig. 8 through the BMS Query mobile application. In fu-
ture, this agent will be extended to update set points found
within the BMS.

DevInst Instantiates sensors, microcontrollers, and devices in a
knowledge graph. See details in appendix B.3.

Email Sends an automated email to the intended person when
specific events occur.

ESPHome Queries data from the dKG and sends a status change re-
quest to device if a certain conditions are met.

ESPHomeUpdate Queries and instantiates data from the ESPHome server as
timeseries in the dKG.

FeatureInfo Retrieves real-time static and dynamic data from the dKG.
FumeHood Retrieves, derives, and instantiates the occupancy of the

fume hoods as time series in the dKG.
FHSashAndOccupancy Queries for the fume hoods’ occupancy and sash opening

values from the dKG. An email will be sent to alert the lab
personnel if the fume hood is unoccupied and sash open-
ing is greater than the threshold.

Ifc2OntoBIM Instantiates IFC models and their metadata into RDF
triples that are stored in the dKG.

SmartMeter Handles requests to retrieve latest reading for the current
time from a database storing smart meter readings and up-
loads the data to instantiated time series.

ThingsBoard Queries and instantiates data from the ThingsBoard IoT
platform as time series in the dKG.
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A.2 Namespaces

The ontological representation involves several namespaces, some of which have been
reused with or without adaptations and some of which were developed entirely as part of
The World Avatar project.

bot: <https://w3id.org/bot#>

om: <http://www.ontology-of-units-of-measure.org/resource/om-2/>

ontobim: <https://www.theworldavatar.com/kg/ontobim/>

ontobim: <https://www.theworldavatar.com/kg/ontobms/>

ontocape: <https://www.theworldavatar.com/kg/ontocape/>

ontodevice: <https://www.theworldavatar.com/kg/ontodevice/>

ontoderivation: <https://www.theworldavatar.com/kg/ontoderivation/>

ontolab: <https://www.theworldavatar.com/kg/ontolab/>

rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

saref: <https://saref.etsi.org/core/>

ssn: <https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/>

s4bldg: <https://saref.etsi.org/saref4bldg/>

timeseries: <https://www.theworldavatar.com/kg/ontotimeseries/>
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B Frameworks and tools

B.1 Cesium-based visualisation interface

The visualisation of the combined information of the integrated geo-spatial and non-
spatial data, which are semantically represented, is as shown in Fig. 5. This visualisation
highlights the capability for the representation of the CARES Laboratory within UTown
at the NUS.

Upon closer inspection of the BIM model of the CARES laboratory in Fig. 5 (left panel),
specific work spaces within the laboratory, such as the fume hoods and the synthesis
robot [8], are accurately represented within the model. Different areas and rooms of a
research laboratory can be shown within the same model enriched with information on
devices as well as live data from BMS and additional sensors. As all devices and sen-
sors are now in spatial and functional relations to each other, this enables modelling and
control of object interactions that are in physical vicinity to each other or functionally
connected. Consequently, the building and laboratory can be visualised not only as physi-
cal structures but also with underlying functional information, providing a comprehensive
representation of the laboratory.

In order to facilitate assessments from a broader perspective, encompassing the city-level
view, a GIS model has been incorporated into the framework (see the right panel of Fig. 5).
Notably, the GIS model encompasses an industry park located in Singapore, i.e. Jurong
Island, which has been reported previously [22, 49]. This integration extends the system
boundaries by incorporating surrounding buildings within the research institution, thereby
expanding the potential use cases to include campus, city, and even national-level consid-
erations. This integration proves relevant not only in the context of construction planning,
but also for managers of institutions, such as those overseeing universities, enabling them
to monitor operations and statuses across various scales and allocate resources efficiently.

B.2 Mobile application

An open-sourced prototype for an Android mobile application has been developed. The
features of the application are based on the primary research conducted through inter-
views with Facility Managers and secondary research conducted through literature review,
aiming to fulfill their needs for a mobile solution to monitor facilities under their manage-
ment. This includes enhanced identification, collection, and visualisation of sensor data
from different components of the facility, as well as the visualisation of the BIM/IFC data.
Currently, the mobile application allows users to monitor live laboratory airflow, canopy
hood air flow, smart sensors readings, and fume hood sash opening information. Also, it
facilitates user account management, including defining users roles and access levels to
facility controls. After a successful login, users are directed to the device selection page,
as shown in Fig. 13. User information can be viewed and edited on the user profile page.

To optimise user experience and account for limited screen size of mobile devices, clean
and simple user interface using dropdown menus instead of a 3D model for device selec-
tion has been implemented. This design choice aims to maintain spatial information while
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Figure 13: Mobile Application interface for spatial locations and asset selection

providing ease of use. It was created with the aim of minimising clutter. Users can select
any device from the dropdown menu to access its data and control its state. Depending
on the device type, various measurements are available for visualisation, which can be
chosen by the user within the application, as shown in Fig. 14.

Figure 14: Visualisation of time series measurements on the Mobile Application

Role-based access control: A dedicated login system based on Keycloak has been de-
veloped to authenticate and authorise access to these human-machine interfaces depend-
ing on the user role and authorisation level. An example of this system for the mobile
application is illustrated in Fig. 15. After successfully signing in, users can choose to
view and edit their profile information accordingly.
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Figure 15: The World Avatar’s login and account management system for mobile appli-
cations

Role-based restrictions are also placed on any operations in these interfaces that influ-
ence the physical state of the facility and its assets. Only authorised individuals such as
managers are allowed to control the physical state. If unauthorised users attempt to per-
form these operations, they will be blocked and receive an in-app notification, as shown
in Fig. 16.

Figure 16: Restricted permission for sensitive operations in the mobile application
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B.3 Sensor Deployment framework

In order to easily deploy sensors and other IoT devices, a Device Instantiation Framework
was developed. It allows fast and consistent sensor instantiation on the knowledge graph
to enable seamless deployment and development. The process is summarised in Fig. 17.

Figure 17: Illustration of the instantiation process in the sensor deployment framework.

Sensors will be connected to a microcontroller which will send data to an IoT database
- e.g., ThingsBoard. The post-processing agent will pull the data from the database and
instantiate a timeseries of the data on the knowledge graph. The post-processing agent
will also be responsible for instantiating agent and derivation instances when needed as
well as creating the timeseries instances. Hence, for different projects, different post-
processing agents may be needed. An example of this post-processing agent is the fume
hood agent described in appendix A.1. The device instantiaion agent will be responsible
for instantiating the sensors and devices in the knowledge graph using a device descrpitor
file written by the user. This description must be provided as JSON file the structure of
which is shown in Fig. 18.

Figure 18: Structure of the JSON input file for sensor device instantiation.

The file itself is composed of IDs which will be used to find the IRI in the IRI Map-
per. Each device will require one descriptor. A descriptor can be composed of a single
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microcontroller and several sensor modules. Each sensor modules can be composed of
several sensors. Each sensor will have one type of sensor reading. The relevant source
code and documentation is available under https://github.com/cambridge-
cares/TheWorldAvatar/tree/main/Agents/DevInstAgent.
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